Connected Worker
Remove productivity limitations

Overcome challenges facing frontline technicians with our Connected Worker solution! Consisting of easy-to-use mobile apps, Connected Worker provides technicians with easy access to the information they need to do their jobs more effectively, efficiently and safely.

These job-specific mobile apps empower technicians to locate equipment, parts, tools and instructions on demand using a simple interface. Our solution enables a connected worker strategy that improves technician performance across your maintenance, inspection and operations processes.

Connected Worker key benefits:

- Eliminate non-value-added work, so that technicians can increase time on tool.
- Consolidate workflows, accessing data from disparate enterprise systems like ERP, historians, document management, SCADA, etc.
- Eliminate paper, scanning and duplicate data entry.
- Drive the right actions in the right places through real-time actionable insights.
- Generate instant interdepartmental and cross-departmental feedback loops.
- Push exception event notifications to technicians immediately, improving response time and collaboration.
- Ensure compliance and process adherence.
- Empower junior technicians faster and increase the utilization of field technicians.
- Bridge the gap between junior and senior technicians with step-by-step digital workflows.

Right information. Right person. Right time. Right context.

Real-time enterprise data anywhere you need it.

- Increase tool time
- Reduce rework
- Reduce downtime
- Improve MTBF
- Decrease MTTR
- Improve first time fix rate
Hexagon's Xalt Solutions' Connected Worker adapts to your workflows, systems of record and processes to effectively improve tool time, uptime and first time fix rates.

Empower your operators and technicians to achieve optimal productivity, safety and compliance by enabling access to guidance, tools and information in real time, from anywhere.

To learn more about Connected Worker or to explore our technology and solutions portfolio visit www.hexagonxalt.com.

“...We quickly saw that Xalt would take us way beyond just a digital, mobile work order environment and was applicable across a variety of systems and processes that were highly manual and paper-based. We knew it would make our business system more interactive and user-friendly in a modern skin. That was huge!”

- VP Product Support, Hugg & Hall

Accelerate your digital transformation

Hexagon is a global leader in digital solutions that improve productivity and quality for manufacturing, infrastructure, safety and mobility applications. We create Smart Digital Realities that empower the future of autonomy across production and urban ecosystems.

Hexagon's Xalt Solutions accelerates your digital transformation by solving your workplace challenges with the industry’s most agile framework, supported by innovative, tailored solutions.